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Respondent ID:   3378355264 Submitted:     07/28/2014 12:36:17 
 Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Disagree 
Any Other Comments   
You are allowing all open spaces to be ruined by over development. When we moved to Duston 28yrs ago it was a nice 
place to live with lots of open space & easy access to the countryside & footpaths, this is no longer the case I am sad to say. 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Disagree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
Duston is over developed as it is,  other than reasonable extensions to existing properties, no infill or new estates should be 
allowed. 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
We do not need parks with childrens play areas unless they are going to be cleaned on a daily basis the ones we have are a 
disgrace, & are mainly the rubbish dropped is cleared by dog walkers. 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities   
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  



 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3342329563 Submitted:     07/05/2014 07:54 
Richard Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Disagree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
Safeguard existing allotments 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3330668370 Submitted:     06/27/2014 11:32:49 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3330665678 Submitted:     06/27/2014 11:31:14 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Disagree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
Within the plan there needs to be a maintenance strategy. Road maintenance has been shocking 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3330663584 Submitted:     06/27/2014 11:29:04 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3324095176 Submitted:     06/24/2014 09:51:13 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
Solar Panels good; others must not make any noise inc. electrical  Extensions must be with agreement of neighbours 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
Additional parking in the village must not detract from the 'old' look of the area. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
New shops to be next to the village centre.  No new pubs - we have 2 excellent ones already 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
Footpath signs in the Duston area, inc. links to St Crispins development and route to the A4500 cycle path. 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
Although the new St Lukes school is in Upton parish, it still has strong links to Duston and the route for walkers and cyclists 
should be included in the review.  The costs of use of schools must be very reasonable. Some groups have been priced out 
of school use 



Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3324091804 Submitted:     06/24/2014 09:39:00 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas   
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside   
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3324090093 Submitted:     06/24/2014 09:37:34 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3322097954 Submitted:     06/23/2014 12:01:40 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
Q 2 & 3 - agree strongly 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3322095018 Submitted:     06/23/2014 12:00:17 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Disagree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
Q3 - not housing 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3322091340 Submitted:     06/23/2014 11:57:53 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3320764682 Submitted:     06/22/2014 05:18:06 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Disagree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Disagree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses   
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas  
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment  
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas  
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations   
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites   
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers   
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking  
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre  
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston  
To allow new shops outside the centre   
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston  
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside   
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities   
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3314861784 Submitted:     06/18/2014 19:50:59 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost   
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing  
To identify and allocate sites for new housing   
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development   
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas   
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy   
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses   
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area  
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas  
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment  
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas  
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations   
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites   
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers   
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking  
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre  
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston  
To allow new shops outside the centre   
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston  
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside   
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities   
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3309101286 Submitted:     06/16/2014 09:40:13 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost   
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing  
To identify and allocate sites for new housing   
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development   
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas   
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy   
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses   
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area  
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas  
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment  
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas  
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations   
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites   
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers   
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking  
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre  
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston  
To allow new shops outside the centre   
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston  
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside   
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities   
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
I regret that I do not understand most of the questions.  What is "criteria based policy"?  What is "infill with restrictions"?  



"To allow shops outside the centre". Where? 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3307785278 Submitted:     06/14/2014 19:48:07 
Miss L Williamson Age Group:     31-45 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing   
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas   
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy   
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas  
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3305831977 Submitted:     06/13/2014 09:40:15 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3305827123 Submitted:     06/13/2014 09:36:35 
William Thomas Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3305802791 Submitted:     06/13/2014 09:11:56 
 Age Group:     31-45 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3305750041 Submitted:     06/13/2014 08:15:57 
 Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
I would add an additional objective to those listed above 'Protect the Welfare and Safety of the local community' 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Disagree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Disagree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
I would like the plan to indicate that the Duston Parish Council will consult with the local community, and bring to the 



attention of the relevant local authority or enforcement agency, any relevant issues which are identified as having an 
adverse affect on the welfare or safety of the local community.  I hope the plan is successful. 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3305747592 Submitted:     06/13/2014 08:07:14 
M J Claridge Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3305098274 Submitted:     06/12/2014 21:12 
 Age Group:     Under 18 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Disagree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
Parking in the village has been an issue for some time now and putting in place some way of attracting people away from 
parking in the village and instead on nearby designated car parks would be a welcome idea. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Disagree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  



 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3304924864 Submitted:     06/12/2014 19:32 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
Nature conservation should be top priority the garden birds are disappearing and need all the help they can get 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3304917446 Submitted:     06/12/2014 19:28 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3304908831 Submitted:     06/12/2014 19:24 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston  
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3304902336 Submitted:     06/12/2014 19:20 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3304896109 Submitted:     06/12/2014 19:17 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Neutral 
Any Other Comments   
The vision should consider echo friendly projects 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Neutral 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3304888078 Submitted:     06/12/2014 19:14 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Neutral 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Disagree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Disagree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Disagree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Disagree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Disagree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Neutral 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Disagree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Disagree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3304880237 Submitted:     06/12/2014 19:10 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
more shops 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3304872301 Submitted:     06/12/2014 19:06 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Neutral 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Disagree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Disagree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Disagree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Disagree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Disagree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3304865567 Submitted:     06/12/2014 19:02 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Disagree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Neutral 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3304858437 Submitted:     06/12/2014 18:59 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Disagree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Disagree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3304854434 Submitted:     06/12/2014 18:55 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Disagree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Neutral 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Disagree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment  
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas  
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations   
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites   
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers   
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking  
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre  
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston  
To allow new shops outside the centre   
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston  
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside   
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities   
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3304846962 Submitted:     06/12/2014 18:54 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost   
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area  
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Neutral 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Neutral 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Neutral 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Neutral 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3304499362 Submitted:     06/12/2014 16:04 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment  
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas  
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations   
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites   
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers   
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking  
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre  
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston  
To allow new shops outside the centre   
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston  
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside   
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities   
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3304264634 Submitted:     06/12/2014 15:22 
Mrs Pam Frost Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
With regards to identifying new Conservation Areas within Duston Parish.     Members of the public should be made aware 
at the beginning of the process of the responsibilities and limitations of being included in a newly designated Conservation 
Area. Members of the public can then make an informed decision whether their area should / shouldn't be included in the 
Conservation Area. 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  



The secondary school has a pool on site, however, I understand it's not open to members of the public very often.     
Regarding the safety of children walking to the secondary school. Could a zebra crossing be installed along Main road 
between Berrywood road and Kerrfield estate as I have noticed numbers of children walking through the village and 
crossing Main road at the Berrywood road roundabout which I feel is dangerous. Cars have stopped on the roundabout to 
let children cross but this is not ideal. 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3304103113 Submitted:     06/12/2014 13:11 
Phil Bucknall Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3304073819 Submitted:     06/12/2014 13:03 
Claire Bucknall Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3303955991 Submitted:     06/12/2014 11:43 
 Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3303826226 Submitted:     06/12/2014 09:41 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
New building needs wider roads 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3303825363 Submitted:     06/12/2014 10:08 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
Constant development on the fringes of Duston as well as within the parish continues to put an enormous strain on the 
current infrastructure of the village. Not nearly enough is ever done by the town planners to address this problem 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
The PFI scheme has had a detrimental effect within the Duston community mainly because of the prohibitive fees they 
charge for use of school facilities resulting in larger groups going outside the parish for their events (Duston Boys' Brigade 



now hold their annual display at NSB) and smaller groups like football and gymnastics folding altogether.  I understand the 
parish would have little or no control over this but would like to see positive steps taken to engage with these companies 
to negotiate an agreement. 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3303823937 Submitted:     06/12/2014 09:39 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas   
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Disagree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses   
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area  
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Neutral 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3303819799 Submitted:     06/12/2014 09:36 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Disagree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
Why is Chiltern Avenue the neglected part of Duston? The road is awful, so are the pavements. The parking when the 



schoolchildren are going to school is atrocious. Please do something about these issues. 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3303816237 Submitted:     06/12/2014 09:32 
Mr W K Lay       I.Eng F.I.H.E Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3303764576 Submitted:     06/12/2014 08:48 
 Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3303750072 Submitted:     06/12/2014 08:25 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Disagree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Disagree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3303747658 Submitted:     06/12/2014 08:23 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3303743496 Submitted:     06/12/2014 08:21 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Neutral 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Disagree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Disagree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
Too late to protect school playing fields 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
Why is estate agent in village allowed to designate their own parking in car park next to Mind shop? 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3303741126 Submitted:     06/12/2014 08:17 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3303738820 Submitted:     06/12/2014 08:15 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development   
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3303736788 Submitted:     06/12/2014 08:13 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3303732159 Submitted:     06/12/2014 08:11 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
We must protect the village shops or we will lose them 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3303715491 Submitted:     06/12/2014 07:57 
John Tudor Age Group:     18-30 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302950388 Submitted:     06/11/2014 20:45 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Neutral 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Neutral 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302943989 Submitted:     06/11/2014 20:41 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Disagree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302933777 Submitted:     06/11/2014 20:36 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost   
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Disagree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Disagree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302926668 Submitted:     06/11/2014 20:33 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Neutral 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Neutral 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Disagree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302921009 Submitted:     06/11/2014 20:30 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302908808 Submitted:     06/11/2014 20:27 
Flick Whitehad Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing   
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas   
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre   
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Disagree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
Questionnairs are always difficult.  On the surface its easy to agree to all ideas but differing interpretations could be 



disatrous.  eg P3 I would hate to see road widening through the village, or further parking restrictions.  Narrow roads and 
parked cars = natural traffic calming.  Road improvments a few years ago resulted in a pavement too narrow for buggies 
and mobility scooters outside cottaes no 55-59 Main Road 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302902813 Submitted:     06/11/2014 20:21 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses   
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302894017 Submitted:     06/11/2014 20:17 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Disagree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302887110 Submitted:     06/11/2014 20:13 
Jack Knights Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Neutral 
Any Other Comments   
I doubt DPC will be listened to 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Neutral 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Disagree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Disagree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Disagree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Disagree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302879093 Submitted:     06/11/2014 20:10 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Disagree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas   
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Disagree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Neutral 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Neutral 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Disagree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302873054 Submitted:     06/11/2014 20:06 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking  
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Neutral 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Disagree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302866268 Submitted:     06/11/2014 20:04 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302856528 Submitted:     06/11/2014 20:00 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Disagree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Disagree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Disagree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Disagree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Disagree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302847446 Submitted:     06/11/2014 19:55 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302835542 Submitted:     06/11/2014 19:50 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Neutral 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Disagree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Disagree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Disagree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302824993 Submitted:     06/11/2014 19:44 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Disagree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Disagree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Disagree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302814412 Submitted:     06/11/2014 19:41 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Neutral 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302807513 Submitted:     06/11/2014 19:36 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
making it clearer in limehurst 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Disagree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Neutral 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Neutral 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302798362 Submitted:     06/11/2014 19:33 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Disagree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Neutral 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302792617 Submitted:     06/11/2014 19:29 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302786296 Submitted:     06/11/2014 19:26 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Disagree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Disagree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Disagree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Disagree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Disagree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Disagree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Disagree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302778367 Submitted:     06/11/2014 19:23 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
When considering expansion to releave the short fall in housing make sure adequate roads/parking is in place to ease 



already congested routes 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302772306 Submitted:     06/11/2014 19:19 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Disagree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Neutral 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Neutral 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Neutral 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302765134 Submitted:     06/11/2014 19:16 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Neutral 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302758024 Submitted:     06/11/2014 19:13 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Disagree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Neutral 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Neutral 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Disagree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Disagree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302731518 Submitted:     06/11/2014 19:10 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Disagree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Neutral 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas  
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Neutral 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Disagree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302724263 Submitted:     06/11/2014 18:58 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Disagree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Disagree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Disagree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Disagree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302716524 Submitted:     06/11/2014 18:54 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Disagree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Disagree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Disagree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Disagree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Disagree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Neutral 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Disagree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Neutral 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Disagree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Disagree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Disagree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Disagree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302704905 Submitted:     06/11/2014 18:49 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Disagree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Disagree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Disagree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Disagree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Disagree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Disagree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Disagree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Disagree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302696754 Submitted:     06/11/2014 18:45 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Neutral 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Neutral 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302688788 Submitted:     06/11/2014 18:42 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Disagree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Disagree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Neutral 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
I like turtles 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302676942 Submitted:     06/11/2014 18:37 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Disagree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Disagree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Disagree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Disagree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Disagree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302670175 Submitted:     06/11/2014 18:41 
Judith Kirby Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
Too many gardens of large houses being allowed to be built upon. These open spaces are then lost forever. 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
We have too many speed humps in Duston some of which are poorly maintained and marked. 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
School facilities are too expensive to hire since PFI. 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302666990 Submitted:     06/11/2014 18:31 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Neutral 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Neutral 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302657252 Submitted:     06/11/2014 18:28 
 Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development   
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302643259 Submitted:     06/11/2014 18:24 
Mr E F Timms Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
The grass in Grafton Way park is not cut oftern enough and the entrance way into the park needs urgent attention before 



somebody breaks their ankle     The road junction at the intersection between Harlestone Road and Firsview Dirve and 
Lodg Farm needs to be amended before somebody gets killed. There is an accidnt occuring there nearly every week since 
they changed the traffic light system - a tribute to our excellent road planners,    More car parking in the village would be 
great but you missed the opportunity years ago when all the available spaces were built on 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302632536 Submitted:     06/11/2014 18:17 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Disagree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Disagree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Disagree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Disagree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking  
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Disagree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302617342 Submitted:     06/11/2014 18:12 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Disagree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302602088 Submitted:     06/11/2014 18:06 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302290563 Submitted:     06/11/2014 15:41 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Neutral 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Neutral 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Neutral 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Neutral 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Neutral 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302210167 Submitted:     06/11/2014 15:31 
8 Corbieres Close Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
All Houses of more than one bedroom to have at least two off road car parking space to help make roads and pathways 
safer 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
As previous all houses etc with more than one bedroom to have at least two off road car parking spaces 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  



Regarding Parking outside shops on bends in the road. The Highway Code is specific in stating that vehicle drivers must not 
park on bends in the road. There is a small shopping area on Weggs Farm Road where dangerous parking can be seen on 
the road and bus stop a regular basis throughout the day. There is usually there is adequate parking available in the 
shopping area car park. Double yellow lines are required both sides of Weggs Farm Road to over come this dangerous 
situation before someone gets seriously injured, or worse. 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3302155724 Submitted:     06/11/2014 15:13 
Margaret Hawkins Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses   
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
To set out policies to give people freedom to extend their houses - meaning unclear.  Do you mean to set out criteria which 
must be met?  Or to allow any extension?  With or without planning permission? 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment  
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
Parking - there is a potential contradiction between conservation and redevelopment to provide parking.  The desire to 
increase parking is reasonable, but it is difficult to see what sites could be developed to accommodate it - the BT repeater 
station, perhaps?  Would it not be preferable to offer a financial incentive to The Squirrels PH to make its car park 
available?  There is also a space opposite the Melbourne Arms.  I do not know whether or not this belongs to the pub, but 
if so, could they also be given an incentive to open it up to wider use?      Duston already has several convenience stores 
operated by supermarket chains, with two more in the pipeline, as well as many independent shops.  Is there really a need 
for more?  What type of goods and services do you envisage the larger shops providing?  It is true that neither of the public 
houses outside the centre is particularly attractive, but it seems that pubs are seen as an easy target for redevelopment.  
Surely, a better solution would be to encourage the owners to be more imaginative in their offering.  Many pubs have the 
space and potential to accommodate a range of community services and activities, in addition to their core business, which 
would probably increase as a result.  Holding community activities in pubs would also add to the community space 
available in Duston, which has not been fully alleviated by the opening of the St. Luke's Centre. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking  
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
Redevelopment - see previous comments on this topic.  Ditto new shops outside the centre.  Has a real need been 
established?  For instance, it wouldn't  be sensible to allow every supermarket chain to open a convenience store just 
because a couple of them have done so.  After all, hardly anywhere in Duston is more than a mile or so from the centre of 
the village. 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 



Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
I understand that the Localism Act allows communities to identify community assets, whereby they have the first option to 
buy and run a business or facility if it is threatened.  Has any thought been given to identifying potential community assets? 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3301855453 Submitted:     06/11/2014 12:50 
Mrs Alison Al-Hijaj Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
Strongly agree that the Conservation Area must be kept and expanded to keep the area protected 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
By making more parking you are allowing more cars into the village 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3301632854 Submitted:     06/11/2014 09:46 
Sue Folwell Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
Please dont let the big supermarkets move in any more than they have already .  Keep the individual shops and character of 
the village. 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
I have clicked 'Disagree' as I am not too sure where you are proposing to locate these ' larger shops' ?  I really do hope you 
dont allow Tesco's in  ! 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
There are 'shops' and then there are giant supermarkets.. which also can be referred to as 'shops'. Thats why I have clicked 
'disagree' as I cannot be sure just how far  you will go with this. 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  



Totally agree with this. Get as much use out of the facilities we already have , instead fo them stadning there being used 
only during term time etc. 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3301567573 Submitted:     06/11/2014 08:54 
D & M Warner Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Disagree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
It will be important to make representations to local and national government to speed up the creation of a Northampton 
ring-road around the NW of the town.  We believe this will help to reduce the amount of traffic using the centre of Duston 
as a short-cut, particularly at rush-hour, and will also  impact positively the queuing at the Timken traffic-lights.  The 
amount of HGV traffic along Main Road has decreased over the years and it would be brilliant to have the same happen for 
domestic vehicles - the majority of which appear to be school mums morning and evening.  The difference in school holiday 
periods is instant and dramatic.  If it is within your power to get kids to go to the school they live nearest to (and walk 
there), that would be best.    Don't understand what you mean by option 4, unless you are proposing a small multi-storey 
car park (not a bad idea). 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
We believe new shops away from the centre of Duston should be restricted to the locations where some already exist - 
Limehurst Square, St Giles Park and Main Road/Port Road. 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing Agree 



fields 
To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3301557071 Submitted:     06/11/2014 08:28 
 Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites   
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3301538416 Submitted:     06/11/2014 08:16 
Bernice Drew Age Group:     31-45 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
Traffic through the Main Road in Duston should be limited to certain weights as very large articulated lorries are constantly 
coming up and down this road.  This causes significant problems and can be a danger especially at school starting and 
leaving times.  There are other ways of getting to Lodge Farm Ind Estate rather than straight down this road. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 



Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300854316 Submitted:     06/10/2014 22:00 
Mr. Chris Elworthy Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
We must protect and make better use of our open spaces.    There are many social gatherings and organisations but they 
seem to be very localised or limited to specific groups. We almost need to develop Duston as a feelgood brand. 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
Any owners of land-bank (for example CWC's who own Aspect NN5, and whoever owns the main building at St. Crispins) 
should be forced to develop the brownfield elements before they are allowed to build on other land, or forced to sell it on.    
Somehow we need to motivate property owners to look after their property from litter clearing to maintenance. 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
Please maintain existing business (public houses etc should stay as public houses).    Instead of increasing parking in the 
village centre encourage people to walk to the village by making it worthwhile walking there, attract more interesting 
shops.    Perhaps we could have a local mini-bus service to aid elderly / infirm members of the community to get into the 
village and then make them welcome with things to do. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
If you visit villages with character the attraction is the individual nature of the shops or businesses, if they are made 
corporate you might as well be in the Grosvenor Centre (which incidentally I never go to, we prefer to go somewhere with 
character and individual businesses)    I would deter too much traffic management, while Main Road is busy at some times 
it does at least bring many people through the village.    DO NOT TURN ANY OPEN SPACES INTO ADDITIONAL CAR PARKS - 
THEY WILL JUST BECOME A MESS AND BE ABUSED. GET PEOPLE TO WALK INTO THE VILLAGE AND ENGAGE WITH OTHERS, 
NOT JUST HOP IN AND OUT OF THEIR CARS!    Could we incentivise locals to shop in / visit the village by having promotional 
deals for locals (like they did in Bristol with theoir local currency a few years ago) 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
There is nothing more welcoming than a nice mix of attractive properties and well managed greenery. There is also little 
more heartwarming than seeing families and all sorts of people making the most of open spaces, cycle routes etc. 



To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
I can not see any reason why anyone would disagree with the above policies. You haven't mentioned voluntary work, 
youth work etc etc. 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
1 - will Duston residents be able to see the submissions during all of the above steps?    2 - what is the make-up of the team 
responsible for this strategy - how passionate is the team about Duston?    3 - How can we get more involved in the 
process?    4 - Are you aware of the organisation B.A.P.S.? 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300718284 Submitted:     06/10/2014 20:28 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
overgrown hedges taking up as much as 1/4 of footpats also parking on footpaths combine the tow and it does not leave 



much space for me and my mobility scooter i am often forced in to the road due to the above or plastic bins 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300708626 Submitted:     06/10/2014 20:24 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking  
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
Duston will not be a great place to live work and play until sensible traffic managment is put in place i.e. more on street 



parking restrictions and more off street parking.  There have been a number of opportunities to build car parks but more 
housing has been preferred therefore compounding the problem 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300700636 Submitted:     06/10/2014 20:20 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
issue of amount of traffice through duston village centre a big concern (road width with cars parked near shops parking 



around limehurst square and access congested and dangerous at times 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300681965 Submitted:     06/10/2014 20:16 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
Please can you ensure that open green areas and those with trees are regularly cleared of rubbish e.g. between sainsburys 
crossing uptons quite new housing estate garage with m and s small shop therese areas tend to get dumping litter trollesy 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities   
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  



Thank you for asking us    1) Please ensure green areas stay free of litter and dumping esp between sainsburys and upton 
estate (one that backs on to the garage with the samll m and s shop  2) make sure houses built are not too big need houses 
about 140,000 to 160000  3) dont allow car washes to be put on spare land (ok within supermarkets etc)   4) when building 
paths make sure they are visible from roads for safety and security   5) no more big supermarkets wee have enought with 
sainsburys m and s and lidl at sixfields   6) keep remaining post offices   7) liaise with council re grass cuttying if things get 
shoddy it makes us all depressed and we start getting vandalism   8) stop private care parks that inpose 60-100 fines    A 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300666950 Submitted:     06/10/2014 20:07 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
I welcome steps to plan future developments in Duston Parish.  I have serious concerns abou the impact of more large 



housing developments on the edge of Duston, also more warehousing by the M1.  I'm sure it will cause increasing pressure 
on the infrastructure utilityservices, schools, roads and medical services.  The siting of the Saints ground and that of the 
Cobblers within a mile have detrimental effects on traffic flow, particularly when mateches are held at the same time.  The 
increased capacity of stands at the Cobblers will exasberate this. I have noticed the increased difficulty in finding a parking 
space in Old Duston while maintenance work was carried out in the older housing areas.  At least one motorist parked on 
th epavement outside the building society reducing veiw of traffic 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300660515 Submitted:     06/10/2014 20:00 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300651480 Submitted:     06/10/2014 19:57 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300642835 Submitted:     06/10/2014 19:53 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300628421 Submitted:     06/10/2014 19:50 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300620430 Submitted:     06/10/2014 19:43 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300613078 Submitted:     06/10/2014 19:40 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Disagree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300604893 Submitted:     06/10/2014 19:36 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300597091 Submitted:     06/10/2014 19:33 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Neutral 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300589493 Submitted:     06/10/2014 19:29 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas   
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300580412 Submitted:     06/10/2014 19:26 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Disagree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300575788 Submitted:     06/10/2014 19:37 
Stephanie Johnston Age Group:     31-45 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
A decent play park is a must 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
There should not be more housing 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
Houses should have ample parking and there should be more parking restrictions to stop parking on roads outside houses 
where parking is provided.  Classic example is the entrance to timken way South were people park and block the flow of 
traffic from main road,  doctors surgery has made this worse. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
The area would be lifted by more food offers and some independent shops. 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
A decent play park is much needed and catering at the parks would be great even if not permanent structures. 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 



Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300569710 Submitted:     06/10/2014 19:22 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300553722 Submitted:     06/10/2014 19:16 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development   
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Disagree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Disagree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Disagree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Disagree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300543877 Submitted:     06/10/2014 19:10 
Woodhill Road Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
Duston Residents 46 years 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300499400 Submitted:     06/10/2014 18:50 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300144623 Submitted:     06/10/2014 16:32 
Steve Wells Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
Prevent utility and telecom companies from digging up roads and pavements and then leaving a patchwork of poor quality 
infill material.  If a path or road needs to be dug up, then the whole path or road should be resurfaced at the end of the 
project.  The current state of pavements and roads in Duston is a disgrace. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
Prevent parking on roads throughout Duston village centre by providing purpose made parking areas. 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
Joint use of school facilities should be a priority. 



Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3300037233 Submitted:     06/10/2014 15:38 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost   
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing  
To identify and allocate sites for new housing   
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development   
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas   
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy   
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses   
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area  
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas  
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment  
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas  
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations   
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites   
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers   
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking  
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre  
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston  
To allow new shops outside the centre   
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston  
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside   
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities   
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299870581 Submitted:     06/10/2014 14:37 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost   
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Disagree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299858372 Submitted:     06/10/2014 14:35 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299855221 Submitted:     06/10/2014 14:34 
Kayleigh warnes Age Group:     18-30 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299851227 Submitted:     06/10/2014 14:30 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299844417 Submitted:     06/10/2014 14:27 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299835590 Submitted:     06/10/2014 14:25 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299828422 Submitted:     06/10/2014 14:22 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing   
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299813254 Submitted:     06/10/2014 14:18 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299799622 Submitted:     06/10/2014 14:13 
Ian Booth Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299798890 Submitted:     06/10/2014 14:13 
Welsh Age Group:     31-45 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Neutral 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Neutral 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Neutral 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Disagree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Disagree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299790070 Submitted:     06/10/2014 14:08 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299772979 Submitted:     06/10/2014 14:04 
Lethoy Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299760012 Submitted:     06/10/2014 13:57 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299750194 Submitted:     06/10/2014 13:52 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing   
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299744919 Submitted:     06/10/2014 13:50 
 Age Group:     18-30 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299715855 Submitted:     06/10/2014 13:46 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299697750 Submitted:     06/10/2014 13:35 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas  
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations   
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites   
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers   
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking  
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre  
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston  
To allow new shops outside the centre   
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston  
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside   
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities   
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299677065 Submitted:     06/10/2014 13:28 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
Duston has no more space for 10+ housing development     I do not want to see infill houses in existing gardens 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Disagree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299666909 Submitted:     06/10/2014 13:20 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299654748 Submitted:     06/10/2014 13:16 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking  
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299639335 Submitted:     06/10/2014 13:11 
 Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299618295 Submitted:     06/10/2014 13:05 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites   
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299600988 Submitted:     06/10/2014 12:55 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost   
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Neutral 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Neutral 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment  
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Neutral 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Neutral 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299591559 Submitted:     06/10/2014 12:48 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses   
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3299381823 Submitted:     06/10/2014 10:44 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3298063784 Submitted:     06/09/2014 19:30 
K Brooks Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
Encourage sensible solutions to Timken site, acknowledge it is not going to attract offices because inadequate 
infrastructure. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
Effective usage of footpaths at edge of area on Princess Marina site, as walking routes to schools 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  



 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3296942423 Submitted:     06/09/2014 10:01 
Stephen Bones Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Neutral 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
We need to ensure there is sufficient room for any further changes to the area traffic is becoming increasing difficult around 
the whole of Duston as well as the overal road condition. 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
As above with our comments on transport 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
We need to protect our open spaces more as in the school fields Dustons upper school is an example of this another school 
being built on a site where there was only one school we have already lost area around the site to new housing now we are 



losing more ground are we supposed to get children to exercise more or less ? 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3296862241 Submitted:     06/09/2014 08:30 
C Noble Age Group:     31-45 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3296329978 Submitted:     06/08/2014 18:46 
Charlie Trousdell Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
Already plenty of retail close to Duston, no need for more.    Plenty of parking close to Duston village, but inconsiderate 
motorists especially near Co-Op make it awkward. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  



 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3296164998 Submitted:     06/08/2014 14:33 
Brian McEwen Age Group:     31-45 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3296055520 Submitted:     06/08/2014 10:49 
 Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
Look at protecting and impoving the roads in Duston(poholes etccc) 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3295638812 Submitted:     06/07/2014 19:04 
Janice Cox Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
Whilst we appreciate that the parking within Duston village needs to be addressed (it often stops us from shopping there 
as we cannot find a parking space), we would object if this additional parking changed the current traffic route within the 
village (for example making it one-way?).  This a difficult one to address without ruining the lovely village community 
feeling that we currently have. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
As per my previous comments, if there is too much traffic change through the village people may avoid it completely 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  



 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3294596176 Submitted:     06/06/2014 19:32 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3294587984 Submitted:     06/06/2014 19:35 
 Age Group:     31-45 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
The play areas provided for children need extnesive refurbishment and conultations with the public and children of the area 
to ask them what they would like in the parks. We are regular users of errington park and the refurbishments that have 
been made to the equipment are appaling and the new equipment installed is virtually useless. 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Disagree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
I think Duston is no longer the quaint village it used to be and therefore is already too big to need any further housing 
developments. 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
duston already has a wide range of shops available. i feel the only thing the village is missing is a chemist and more 
importantly a post office. 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 



Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3294574098 Submitted:     06/06/2014 19:20 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Disagree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3294566778 Submitted:     06/06/2014 19:16 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Disagree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3294560860 Submitted:     06/06/2014 19:12 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3294550796 Submitted:     06/06/2014 19:08 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?   
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost   
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
A TRAFFIC CALMING SOLUTION IS URGENTLY NEEDED IN COTSWOLD AVENUE, TO CURB THE RIDICULOUS SPEEDS 



ATTAINED BETWEEN NEWTON ROAD AND HARLESTONE ROAD.  PERHPAS A MINI ROUNDABOUT INSTALLED AT THE 
CHILTERN AVENUE/COTSWOLD AVENUE JUNCTION, SUCH AS IS INSTALLED AT THE NEWTON ROAD JUNCTION COULD BE A 
SOLUTION 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3294531864 Submitted:     06/06/2014 19:02 
 Age Group:     31-45 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing   
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
We need preservation of old buildings (i.e. in the village) and of green land, not everything should be delveoped upon.  I 



dont think Duston should be expanded any further as soon villages like Harpole wont be villages anmore as they will be 
swallowed up. Better roads and access to key places i.e. schools need to be sort.  I do feel that it is becoming and growing 
into a splendid place with the new sports centre, community centre and pendle road renovations loving the spirit of the 
Duston Day - Bring back the carnival :)     Didn't anser a couple as unsure of the question 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3294522616 Submitted:     06/06/2014 18:51 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
I DO NOT THINK ANY MORE HOUSES SHOULD BE BUILT WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE SHOWN AREA 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3294514286 Submitted:     06/06/2014 18:47 
 Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy   
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3294497262 Submitted:     06/06/2014 18:43 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
I do not think that any more houses should be built in this area 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3293575861 Submitted:     06/06/2014 10:48 
George Tripp Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
I don't see how anyone's going to disagree with this but it's very vague and doesn't really mean anything. (It's bit like asking 
someone whether they'd rather be happy or sad.) 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
One improvment would be to remove all speed bumps. The maniacs who want to speed seem still seem happy to do so. In 
the meantime they wreck everyone's cars messing up wheel alignment causing excessive tyre wear and when you cycle 
down Main Road motorists tend to pass vey closely in order pass centrally over the bump centrally.    Any new cycle 
provisions should be discussed with someone who actually cycles and wants to go somewhere. Personally I would prefer to 
cycle down a busy road where I have right of way rather than a cycle track have to give way at every side road.    It is 
important that both walking and cycling should be seen as methods of getting from A to B not simply recreational. 
Therefore paths should be functional in achieving this. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
When the Sandy Lane relief road was being built there was an temporary footpath in place which came out next the 
garden centre opposite Harlestone Firs. Now the original path bhas been reinstated this would be a useful link for people 
of Duston who wish to walk to the Firs. It would be good if the previous temporary path could be be made permanent.     
(As far as I know people have used this route unofficially for 30 years or so I lived in Duston so perhaps it could be 
negotiated ubder the "20 year rule".) 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 



To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3291404184 Submitted:     06/05/2014 10:55 
Joy Tripp Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
Must look good and in character,not very keen on the flats where British Timken offices used to be though!!  Must have 
places fro children to play and good footpaths/cycle ways, not ones that start and stop apparently at random. 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
encourage and make more pleasant walking, walking to shops, walking to school and there might then be less traffic to 
deal with! 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
Sadly you might find some of this hard to do as schools are being turned into academies by national government, and are 



less answerable to their local communities. 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3291397204 Submitted:     06/05/2014 10:44 
Tom Hopkins Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
Very little open space left in village. The new development next to Millway School demonstrates how poor development has 
been. 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
The scale of developments in and around Duston have place considerable strain on the existing infrastructure. There is a 
strong case for no further development. 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Disagree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
Strain on transport has been created by poor planning. For example, failure to provide ring road and over development in 
and around Duston. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
More shops brings more traffic ie. never ending circle. 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston  
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  



 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3290076736 Submitted:     06/04/2014 18:30 
J Ross Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Disagree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
With regard to planning, the Parish Council should look to approve as many applications as possible, with the least amount 
of interference.  People should be allowed to develop their properties to accommodate changing family situations (i.e. older 
children still at home or elderly relatives requiring annexe accommodation.  Commercial development should be allowed 
wherever possible. 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
Duston old village and Limehurst shopping centre desperately need more parking facilities, otherwise Duston will lose the 
shops and services if people cannot park to use them. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Disagree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Neutral 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 



Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3289030561 Submitted:     06/04/2014 11:40 
John Japp Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
One of the present problems i see regarding the design of extensions and developments is that many of them do not comply 
with the existing criteria that state that the same or very similar materials to the existing structure must be used.An 
example is where breeze or concrete blocks are used instead of the brick type of the existing structure. 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
I believe with the growing volume of traffic through the village,any further parking in the centre could cause problems.At 
the moment the vehicles parked in the centre between the Zebra crossing and the Co-op shop  cause vehicles travelling 
south to move to the wrong side of the road,in particular large vehicles,buses ect. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 



Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
I am concerned about the attitude of Governments,both Local and National to Community plans.I look at the development 
applications in the local newspaper and note a growing number of these applications are not in accordance with the 
existing area plan.Area plans such as the one proposed here should be enforced, except in special circumstances. 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3288975937 Submitted:     06/04/2014 09:59 
James Falconer Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Disagree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Disagree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Disagree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Disagree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Disagree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Disagree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Disagree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Disagree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3285640755 Submitted:     06/02/2014 20:03 
 Age Group:     31-45 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3284851811 Submitted:     06/02/2014 14:52 
Paul Pateman Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Neutral 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Disagree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Disagree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Disagree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Disagree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Disagree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Disagree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Disagree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
I cant support "To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/ infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets" unless I know what they are, it would be irresponsible to back an unknown. 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  



I don't think the parish council should be involved in planning except to make comments, the borough council should retain 
all responsibility.  I think Duston Parish Council try to influence beyond what is best for the area. 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3284702448 Submitted:     06/02/2014 13:44 
mr.p chappell Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
no 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3282045993 Submitted:     05/30/2014 20:52:19 
Sandra Forrester Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Neutral 
Any Other Comments   
improved facilities for wheelchair users 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
I should have had fewer 'neutrals' had I confidence in the systems that will be used to assess proposals.  Will there be 
people with appropriate experience? an appeals procedure? 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
AND WHEELCHAIR USERS.  I'm very willing to take anyone interested around Duston in a wheelchair so you can see what 
it's like. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
AND WHEELCHAIR USERS 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
WHEELCHAIR ACCESS 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 



Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
No mention of disability access. 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3281120995 Submitted:     05/30/2014 13:53:25 
A resident Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Neutral 
Any Other Comments   
Not sure this works for me. What may be a priority in the older part of the ward is probably not the same in the newer 
parts. 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Disagree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Disagree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Disagree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Disagree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Disagree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
I have disagreed with the statements above because I am not sure what they really mean. It feels as if too many factors are 
included in this question, which should be much more specific. The language used is so technical that it makes it hard to 
understand what one may be agreeing with. 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Neutral 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
I do not like not to be able to say "I don't know" Being neutral is not the same. I feel unable to answer some of the 
questions because I do not have sufficient relevant information. Really puzzled by the meaning of having to require new 
building to provide solutions for roads etc. What does that mean? 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Disagree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Disagree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
This is really hard without specifying exactly what is meant. I would not like to protect existing shops etc if something 
better may replace them 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Disagree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Disagree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Disagree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Disagree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
I have answered "disagree" because I do not have enough information to commit to a different answer. Maybe if I had 
been given the choice to say "don't know" this would have been different. It certainly does not make me "neutral" 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Disagree 



To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Disagree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Disagree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
I am not really happy with this process. I do not really know who has been meeting to discuss these issues and how they 
were selected. I think that the area is so different that it is almost impossible to make a generic plan across the board. I 
would like any proposal made to be very much more specific. If we are talking about building new houses, we should 
clearly state where. If we are talking about a shop front, I would like to understand which one... 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3280915870 Submitted:     05/30/2014 11:38:48 
Joanne Lippiatt Age Group:     31-45 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3280858625 Submitted:     05/30/2014 10:50:23 
Alan Earle Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3280748641 Submitted:     05/30/2014 09:33:22 
Robert Steel Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Neutral 
Any Other Comments   
What do you mean (we hope?) Surely you will have by then carried out studies and local opinion surveys. I would have 
expected that outline planning for these infrastructure works would already be in place for residents to view 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Neutral 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
Surely all of the above are covered under the local authority planning regulations,  why reinvent the wheel. The main 
concern surely should be, how is Duston and more widely the county going to cope with the extra population and thereby 
vehicular traffic,  not just that of the residents but also the extra service traffic. The town is already struggling 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
With regard to  traffic through the village,  despite the new road to the west of Duston I am still confronted with 
articulated lorries trying to navigate there way through, surely you should be communicating with local industry.  Has 
anyone on the parish council experienced the chaos on Weggs Farm Road at peak times, this is an accident waiting to 
happen. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
The above ideas are fine, however I believe that most of us prefer places that display individuality  (not clones) those of us 
not influenced by bling, enjoy visiting towns and villages that don't all look the same, Duston used to have that appeal.  
And who is going to pay for it.  I am in favour of bringing new life to the village,  but it must be conducive to the 
environment 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
I wholeheartedly agree with the above, please do not manage it to the extent that it becomes sanitised.  Open for wildlife 
not just humans 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to Agree 



enhance those assets 
To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
Policies are no good on their own, anyone can write a policy.  A policy is only of use if it is implemented, monitored, 
administrated and enforced 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
How do we the residents get more involved with local decision making?  bobksteel@gmail.com 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3280741100 Submitted:     05/30/2014 08:38:11 
BRIAN BARRETT Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Neutral 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3279080445 Submitted:     05/29/2014 14:44:17 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost   
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing  
To identify and allocate sites for new housing   
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development   
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas   
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy   
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses   
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area  
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas  
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment  
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas  
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations   
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites   
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers   
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking  
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre  
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston  
To allow new shops outside the centre   
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston  
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside   
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities   
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3278682089 Submitted:     05/29/2014 11:42:12 
Prickett Age Group:     31-45 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3277639374 Submitted:     05/28/2014 21:05:54 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost   
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing  
To identify and allocate sites for new housing   
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development   
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas   
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy   
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses   
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area  
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas  
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment  
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas  
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations   
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites   
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers   
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking  
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre  
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston  
To allow new shops outside the centre   
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston  
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside   
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities   
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3276153411 Submitted:     05/28/2014 11:53:07 
James Durnin Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
Parking is a major issue in the village every effort should be made to provide more parking. 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston  
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Neutral 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3274925828 Submitted:     05/27/2014 19:57:20 
Waheeza Tegally-Mcnair Age Group:     18-30 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3273503713 Submitted:     05/27/2014 08:36:14 
Lloyd grant Age Group:     31-45 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3273494603 Submitted:     05/27/2014 08:32:38 
 Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3272822318 Submitted:     05/26/2014 19:54:10 
David Durham Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
It's difficult to disagree with these challenges and admirable that attempts will be made to resolve them. 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
Fully agree with need to keep character of area, mixed success so far. Imperative housing needs of all provided for, again 
limited. I am astounded that a publicly owned property(Port Road) can be disposed of for  high value housing development.   
Housing extensions should reflect the area, I concerned how will this will be policed 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
probably one of biggest problems balancing development with mobility. Made all the more difficult with the stupid 
planning anomaly of Daventry likely to have more impact on our area than we have.Cycle routes needed, my grandchildren 
already concerned about using bikes to school.There are a number of footpaths around which are neglected/hidden, much 
more needs to be done to expand, improve and advertise. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations   
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
Agree wholeheartedly with all points. May appear insignificant but I think signage and general appearance in village AND 
approaches has huge impact.This should be mirrored in Limehurst Square 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
Can appreciate the difficulty in trying to balance all these severely conflicting requirements. Reassuring that these will not 
be ignored  , 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 



To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
Believe DPC have done excellent job so far with St Lukes, Leisure Centre and Community Centre. Keep the momentum 
going - the shared use of school facilities is good example of how existing resources are under-utilised. 
Unfortunatelypolitically motivated external influences may have too much impact eg advance planning for primary school 
places, use of playing fields, library use etc 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
You have an enormous task ahead of you and I hope apathy will not be a problem 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3272257939 Submitted:     05/26/2014 10:28:07 
denise mynard Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
I think we should really focus on making the village a central hub and focus on conserving and improving existing shop 
frontages to give a "vintage" and authentic feel which will draw people into the village to make it a thriving commercial 
centre.  I also think we should look to reduce the speed limit through the village to 20mph as vehicles travel too quickly 
through the village. 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Neutral 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
I think the shop frontages and signage should reflect the fact that they are in a conservation area and that restrictions 
should be put on plastic frontages (eg the co-op, newsagents, Taylors etc) in favour of more sympathetic signage/frontage. 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Neutral 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
I think the speed limit in the village and through main road should be reduced to 20mph. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 



Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
I think it would be good if the swimming pool at Duston School was available for public use outside school hours and during 
school holidays.The income derived from this could then be used to make it a self funded resouce which wouldenable local 
people both young and old to have access to a form of exercise which is not high impact on bones etc... 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3272248169 Submitted:     05/26/2014 09:58:52 
Helen Turner Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3272155074 Submitted:     05/26/2014 08:24:28 
Mike Gater Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
Reduce the densisty of new housing.  Ensure that adequate garden space is provided for every house. 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
Adequate parking is needed for Duston village shops and the central area.  It must be ensured that any link roads are 
adequate for the anticpated traffic.  Lessons should be learnt from the congestion on the link road in St. Crispins from 
Berrywood to the A45.  The road is too narrow and this is exacerbated by the number of vehicles parked on the main road. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Neutral 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 



Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
As a resident of Duston since 1959 I think it is essential that the village identity is retained. 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3270318337 Submitted:     05/24/2014 11:05:43 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Neutral 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Neutral 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3270285913 Submitted:     05/24/2014 10:15:41 
Stuart Weller Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3270265947 Submitted:     05/24/2014 09:33:26 
john bishop Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Neutral 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Neutral 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Neutral 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Neutral 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Neutral 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Neutral 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Neutral 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3268549989 Submitted:     05/23/2014 12:14:31 
M D Pepper Age Group:     65+ 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas   
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Disagree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Disagree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Disagree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3268216579 Submitted:     05/23/2014 07:26:53 
 Age Group:     31-45 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Disagree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3267458288 Submitted:     05/22/2014 20:44:47 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
West Northampton needs the ring road completed urgently particularly to reduce traffic in Berrywood road and Main road. 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost   
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing  
To identify and allocate sites for new housing   
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development   
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas   
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy   
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses   
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area  
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas  
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment  
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas  
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations   
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites   
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers   
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking  
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre  
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston  
To allow new shops outside the centre   
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston  
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside   
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities   
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3266601429 Submitted:     05/22/2014 15:19:26 
Mrs Leah Brothers Age Group:     31-45 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Neutral 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Neutral 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
I think question 4 and 5 are slightly ambiguous and am unclear of their meaning so have selected the neutral answer. 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Neutral 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
Question 3: what about the current plans in place for the development of the Timken site? A pub? Which further detracts 
from the village centres amenities and sixfields.   Question 6 : making shops more pushchair and wheelchair friendly. Some 
shops still have large front steps and very heavy doors. This often puts me off visiting the village more frequently. I know 
it's sometimes hard to achieve this and retain the character if the building. But it would help. 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
Parks? The old park near the village centre has outdated equipment and is highly under used. Because of this I rarely visit 
with my small children as it feels too isolated and remote. Also the field next to it is used by dog owners, and not all pick up 
the dog mess, which means my toddlers are frequently treading in it and then are pit off from using this a space to play and 
run. We often drive through the village and go to Harpole park as this has a wide range of play equipment, is clean and 
tardy, has safe equipment and doesn't feel isolated. 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 



To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
Using the swimming pool at the Duston school would be something to draw members of the community into the village 
community a bit more. Unfortunately it's only open for an hour on a Sunday And this would suit everyone. Could it not be 
partially funded to be opened all day? Maybe at the weekends? What about offer ending swimming lessons? 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3266409513 Submitted:     05/22/2014 14:04:20 
Tina Clark Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Neutral 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3266255749 Submitted:     05/22/2014 13:05:07 
 Age Group:      
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses   
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Disagree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Disagree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Disagree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Disagree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Disagree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Disagree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Disagree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Disagree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3266131551 Submitted:     05/22/2014 12:09:27 
John Crowder Age Group:     31-45 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3264513411 Submitted:     05/21/2014 17:41:29 
 Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
Redevelopment and safety isssues of limehurst square should be priority not village shops 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
As before limehurst square lets duston down with its shabby rough image focus on that 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Neutral 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
Parking outside each primary school and surrounding streets is a disgrace, selfish parent need reducating on safer parking 
and encorage their children to walk to school 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  



 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3264412344 Submitted:     05/21/2014 17:01:06 
 Age Group:     31-45 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Neutral 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Neutral 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3262185366 Submitted:     05/20/2014 19:19:45 
Sean Band Age Group:     31-45 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Neutral 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Disagree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Neutral 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3261474654 Submitted:     05/20/2014 15:49:16 
L HERBERT Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
Sadly, the Old Duston area has one small 'pocket' park. The spinney on the old St Crispins site looks massively reduced and 
all the beautiful shrubs and trees which were on the old site- now a new development site, have been destroyed. The once 
thriving wildlife is practically non-existent! The well used Public bridleway/footpath on  Weedon Road to Crispins Retail 
Village which runs at the back of Scarplands and adjacent to the Southfield Road bungalows, has not been maintained and 
just left to go into disrepair. Is also covered with rubbish and building materials - possibly in the hope that when planning 
permission for more houses is applied for by Perimmon or Charles Church, the bridleway can be built over. Making way for 
even further development.... or is it a future plan that our lovely Village of Duston going to become just another suburb of 
Northampton Town? 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Disagree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Disagree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
Houses being newly built should not impinge on houses or bungalows already in situ. ie sympathetic building regarding the  
bungalows along Southfield Road and The Scarplands on the Princess Marina Site  Why not keep the bridleway/footpath 
from Weedon Road to St Crispins Retail Village & up to St Crispins Estate. This is well used by workers, parents. dog walkers, 
cyclists - many schoolchildren from Upton use this what should be a lovely lane to walk along (despite old building material 
and building rubbish along the route)  daily without causing any bother to local residents. Has anyone conducted a survey 
to check how well used/loved this lane is? 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Disagree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
Old Duston Village has a MASSIVE amount of 'through traffic' on the Main Road. This is now filtering through the quiet 
areas by shortcutting ie: Berrywood Road traffic constantly uses Southfield Road and The Scarplands as a short cut down to 
Weedon Road. Any Traffic calming measures considered in this area? Also these same roads are filled with residents' cars 
now parked on the pavements. Causing great consternation for the Elderly who have to try and get around the cars whilst 
walking on the pavement. Mobility Scooters fare the worst -causing possible Health & Safety issues as owners have to 
circumvent the cars by using the road!!!! 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Disagree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
Not in residential areas where people can 'hang around' outside the shops. Would be great to have some interesting 
individual retail shops with possible butchers/ delicatessen/patisserie/organic foods & veg.  This will enhance the 
popularity of Duston - perhaps something similar to Beckworth Emporium nr Wellingborough with adequate parking 
facilities. I notice we now have a Teashop on Main Road which should attract visitors to the Village. However, tables and 
chairs outside are a hazard to pedestrians-there isn't enough space! 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked Agree 



to new development  
To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
As stated before - keep the bridleway/footpath adjacent to the back of the Scarplands and Southfield Road from Weedon 
Road to St Crispins Retail area and beyond. This is well known and very well used by local residents and residents from 
Upton development. This could be quickly developed to provide a great and safe walk from St Crispins/Harpole all the way  
through to Duston Mill and down the Waterside Enterprise Zone into Town- it is brilliant. Lots of wildlife to spot en route. I 
did email the Council regarding this and other suggestions but as usual- never received a reply- when the development of 
Princess Marina Site was applied for. 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
KEEP DUSTON A VILLAGE-with all aspects of Village life -places to walk and see our wildlife. Easily accessible routes for 
traffic - no lorries unless necessary.  People who consider coming to this area are looking for a Village way of life - not Town 
suburbia.  We have a wonderful village here-let's keep it so. Luckily we have no huge Supermarkets -they are on the 
peripheral of the Village and easily accessible to residents. Wouldn't it be great to be known as a pretty, peaceful area with 
a smattering of perhaps quaint and quirky shops to enliven the atmosphere of our village and attract potential customers 
that return again and again. Say No to any more Gambling shops, large supermarkets etc. Poor old Northampton Town 
Centre is now a wasteland. That used to be a thriving Market Town with people travelling in from far and wide to visit our 
Market. On Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays especially the Market and surrounding would be heaving with potential 
spenders.. Take heed Duston, that we don't become a 'passing through' area with nothing to offer but the Co-op. We are 
much more than that!! 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3261009091 Submitted:     05/20/2014 12:12:10 
 Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Agree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Disagree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites   
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Agree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
The scale of new shops outside the village centre should be closely managed as too large would have a knock on effect on 
the character of the village by attracting large volumes of people and traffic. 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Disagree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
You can't expect schools to budget for walking and cycle routes but you can get them involved with lobbying.  If "directly 
involved" means no cost implicaions then I would change my answer to "agree". 



Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
I would love to find a solution to the litter problem in the village.  If each premise and home was made responsible for 
keeping their frontage clear of litter, the problem would be sorted.  There would have to be a penalty, within reason, for 
failing to do this.  Can there not be a local byelaw introduced?  I fear I'm living in cloud cuckoo land!! 
 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3260977974 Submitted:     05/20/2014 11:43:22 
Andrew Briggs Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Agree 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Agree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Neutral 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Agree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Neutral 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area Agree 
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Agree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Agree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Agree 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Agree 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Neutral 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Neutral 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Neutral 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Agree 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
 



 
  
  
  



Respondent ID:   3260952227 Submitted:     05/20/2014 11:27:42 
Fred bloggs Age Group:     46-64 
 
Do you agree with the Vision?  Neutral 
Any Other Comments   
 
To set requirements for types of housing: size, density, type and cost  Disagree 
To use a criteria-based policy for proposals for new housing Agree 
To identify and allocate sites for new housing  Agree 
To set out strict design criteria for house extensions and related development  Disagree 
To set criteria out for infill with restrictions in some areas  Disagree 
To enable adaptation, including domestic-scale renewable energy  Agree 
To set out policies to give freedom to people to extend their houses  Agree 
To develop additional detailed policies for the Conservation Area  
To set out polices to protect the character of other areas Disagree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To work with the Borough & County Councils & other districts on solutions for traffic problems linked to new 
development, (road building, public transport, walking, cycling routes and traffic management) 

Agree 

To better manage traffic in the village centre, including parking, weight/size of vehicles and physical features
  

Disagree 

To increase parking in the village centre, noting that this may require some redevelopment Disagree 
To require new building (10 houses, 0.25ha or 500 m2) to provide solutions for roads, parking, buses, 
walking and cycling 

Neutral 

To allow larger shops and services outside the village centre through the re-use of employment sites, public 
houses etc. 

Neutral 

Transport and Movement: any other comments?  
I do not understand the 4th or 5th question, they are poorly worded and do not make sense 
To focus on better walking, cycling and public transport links to other employment areas Agree 
To protect existing business sites and recent employment allocations  Agree 
To be flexible to allow leisure, retail uses and/or housing on empty sites  Agree 
To promote traffic management to give priority to pedestrians and shoppers  Agree 
To encourage the redevelopment of commercial & other property to provide new facilities and parking Agree 
To set a high standard of design for shop fronts and signs with a unified approach in the centre Disagree 
To protect the existing shops and businesses in Duston Neutral 
To allow new shops outside the centre  Agree 
Housing and Built Environment: any other comments  
 
To include a policy in the Plan which protects all open spaces in Duston Agree 
To set out proposals for new, extended or improved open spaces, allotments and recreation grounds, linked 
to new development  

Agree 

To identify and protect natural features within and around open spaces, including trees, hedges, woodland, 
wetland and meadow areas  

Agree 

To work with the Borough Council & other authorities on green infrastructure linked to new development 
close to Duston 

Agree 

To set out proposals for new and improved footpath/cycle links to nearby countryside  Agree 
Open Space and Recreation: any other comments  
Our parks are manky. 
To identify specific deficits and priorities for facilities & infrastructure, write a policy to support proposals 
which deliver those items  

Agree 

To have policies to protect certain facilities/services/infrastructure and support proposals that seek to 
enhance those assets 

Agree 

To consider if there is a need for policies (in addition to those at national level) to protect school playing 
fields 

Agree 

To encourage individual schools and the education authority to be directly involved in the provision of 
walking and cycling routes  

Agree 

As far as possible, to use the Plan to encourage the joint use of school facilities  Agree 
Community Facilities and Schools: any other comments  
 
Are there any further comments you would like to make?  
What a long taffy process this is  I wonder what good comes of all this talking  Good luck  Looking forward or being 



impressed with where I live one day 
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